VIS IO N OF THE P OST-CORONAVI RUS W ORLD
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I predict that people may be more health
and safety conscious with a heightened
concern with cleanliness, not only
regarding their own personal hygiene but
in retail and business establishments.
Prior to the pandemic, online shopping,
shopping online with curbside pick-up
and grocery delivery already existed.
Now, however, these types of shopping
experiences are becoming even more
routine, customary and widespread. I
believe these habits will remain.
A growing trend in brick-and-mortar retail
has been creating a customer experience
as a way to remain relevant. Now more
than ever, this will be a necessity. People
will continue to shop but will demand an
experience that they cannot find online.
That could be grab-and-go convenience,
learning something new or being
entertained while shopping. The lottery
industry should evaluate what part of
its product makes more sense online as
shoppers shift to routine purchases there
and what part of its product makes more
sense as an in-person purchase at retail.

“settling in” to the current situation
coupled with the loss of Lottery revenue
has caused some retailers to reverse that
initial decision. Nevertheless, we need to
be asking ourselves what lotteries can do
to minimize the “high touch” nature of
a lottery transaction at retail. Reducing
the amount of effort required to purchase/
sell a lottery ticket has always been a high
priority for the industry, as it increases
retailer profitability and player satisfaction.
These efforts will become even more critical
in our post-pandemic reality.

in 1982. That crisis did not result in the
demise of over-the-counter medicine;
instead, drastic improvements were been
made in consumer safety across all sorts of
types of products.

In the past, here in Louisiana, we have seen
decreases in regional sales that correspond
to the health of our oil and gas industry.
This industry has obviously been severely
impacted by the pandemic, compounded
by global supply issues that existed prior
to the pandemic. We will be watching
how this may affect our sales on a more
long-term basis as well.

legislators and regulators will be receptive
to positive changes.

It has been interesting to see some retailers
decide NOT to sell lottery during this
pandemic, even as they have been deemed
essential businesses and remain open. We
respect those individual business decisions
but must also evaluate why they made
those decisions and how we can remove
those barriers for the future. Coming at the
It remains to be seen whether Lottery will
problem from the opposite direction, we
be resistant to an economic downturn,
should also ask ourselves whether we have
as a pandemic of this type and scope is
an obligation to diversity our distribution
unprecedented. As a form of entertainment, options, such as going online, to offer
playing the lottery is relatively inexpensive
financial protection.
as compared to other types of recreation;
I believe this pandemic has brought some
however, at retail, lottery products are
regulatory issues to the forefront and
often an add-on or impulse purchase.
increased the sense of urgency. Lotteries
If individuals are making less frequent
need the freedom to diversify the ways they
store visits, that could make a difference.
can deliver their products, and they should
Currently, our sales have been marginally
also look for ways to reduce the “high
affected, but the factors may have less to
touch” nature of transactions at retail.
do with economic repercussions and more
Industry-wide solutions and best practices
to do with the consumer effects of stay-atcan be developed and shared. Because
home orders and retailer business decisions of the global impact of the pandemic on
in the midst of the pandemic.
nearly every facet of business, I believe

During the first week of crisis, we were
in “challenge” and “obstacle” mode as we
stealthily reacted to the health crisis as
individuals, employers and business leaders.
As we consider what a return to safe work
will look like, we have already transitioned
to “opportunity” mode as we assess went
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